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Give in to Your Urge to Hibernate
Ask a Remodeler

A

Tim Burch

fire in the fireplace,
snow falling outside,
and a warm beverage to
keep you extra toasty.
The bitter cold of winter has arrived leaving many folks retreating indoors. From large-scale
to do it yourself, here are a few
ideas to keep your time inside entertaining and productive.
Binge-Watch in Style
Curl up with your family for
movie night or binge-watch a
new show. Perhaps a high-tech
media room, complete with theater seating and a popcorn maker, is on your wish list. While

hardcore movie buffs might still
insist on traditional, dedicated
theaters, many families are opting for media rooms with open
floor plans and varied seating
that can be used in a multitude of
ways. This modern format still
delivers a high-quality movie
watching experience but works
equally well for hosting friends
for the BIG GAME or throwing a
neighborhood talent show thanks
to the flexible, interactive atmosphere. If you’re maxed out on
space or don’t need all the bells
and whistles, a projector, blank
wall and comfy bean bags may
be all your family needs for the
perfect viewing party on a chilly
night!

Indulge in Creativity
Imagination isn’t just for children. If one of your New Year’s
resolutions is less screen time,
spend your free time reading in
your most comfortable chair, or
choose a space in your home to
create something new every day.
Clean off that catch-all desk in
your home office and use it to
write, craft, organize, or whatever makes you feel at ease. If
your space is maxed out, we can
help you build new or reimagine
and reconfigure existing space.
We’ve built mancaves in the
form of car barns and she-shed
art studios with every comfort
imaginable. Your creative space

is achievable with a little imagination.
Clear the Clutter
Have you seen the new Netflix series about tidying-up? It’s
all the craze right now. While
watching someone on television
clean houses isn’t going to get
your own home organized, it may
just inspire you to get the ball
rolling. With crazy wind chills
and icy slush, the winter months
are perfect for scheduling cleanups one room at a time. Instead
of just packing away the holiday
décor, take some extra time to
sort through and label untouched
boxes in your storage area. Or
plan time to clean out your closet
donating items you never wear
and tossing the shoes with the
flapping sole. Then, tackle your
kitchen and pantry. The kitchen
is likely the heart of your home
and if you can find everything
you need, without knocking over
plasticware and spices, you’re
bound to enjoy the space more.
However, if you need a little
extra help, our kitchen design
specialists have lots of great solutions and organizational tools
like roll out drawers, pegboards,
and innovations for those tricky
corner cabinets.
As you and your family are
stuck inside this winter, take the
time to create quality moments,

release your imagination or begin
the new year with a clean slate!
Don’t resist the urge to hibernate
indoors when the inside is where
all the comforts of home exist.
Tim Burch is a Vice President
and Owner of BOWA, an awardwinning design and construction
firm specializing in renovations
ranging from master suites and
kitchens to whole-house remodels. A Northern Virginia native
and third-generation builder, Tim
enjoys calling on his 30 years of
design-build experience to solve
clients’ home-related challenges.
He is the Construction Advisor
for The Mosby Heritage Area Association and sits on the Board
of Building Appeals for Fauquier
County. Prior to joining BOWA,
Tim was the Lead Project Manager of Construction for the
Emmy Award-winning construction reality television show, Extreme Makeover Home Edition
on ABC Television. For more information on Tim and the BOWA
team, visit bowa.com or call 540687-6771.

How To Stay Happy
Around The Town

I

Tom Neel

have a simple message to
begin the new year. I want
each and every one of you
to be healthy and happy.
As I write my column at different times of the month, news
that puts us all in a tailspin is
ever changing. But government
shutdowns, looming economic
woes, and Trump did this-or-that,
all aside, I want you to focus on
being healthy and happy, and so
that is what I’m going to do. Not
just for me, but while thinking
about you!
Throughout the year and certainly over the holidays, socially
many of you have shared your
appreciation for this column’s
message. Trust me. I’m very
thankful because I have always
sought for the Artist’s Perspective to be a place of thought and
learning. I’ve strived for us all,
artists, art lovers and supporters
of the arts, to seek a fresh point of
view; to be inspired, to enjoy and
be stimulated by our imagination.
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In the process, my hope is always
to foster a deep appreciation for
creativity.
I know in doing so that our
lives will be overwhelmingly enriched, and I truly believe that in
doing so, each of us will be happier. The key here is, the happier
you are, the healthier you’ll be.
The happier you are, the happier and healthier others around
you will be. Show me someone
stressed out and I’ll show you
someone who is unhappy. A
smile rarely sits upon an unhappy
face.
Since the beginning of time,
humans have been at war, had
flustered societies, and things
that in general, just piss us off.
Today, with a 24/7 hour news
cycle, an endless amount of
social media, and advertising
watching our every move, fear
is what sells. We humans will
twist our necks to see an accident
way faster than to see a beautiful
scenic view or the creative possibilities of our wonderful lives.
We have been conditioned to be

less than optimistic. That’s not to
say we are 100% this way, or that
I rise above being predictably human myself. But, I do believe we
can recondition ourselves. That
no matter what the news cycle is
bringing, right at this very moment, and right as you are reading my words, we all can do ourselves a service by trying to take
our lives back from the media’s
daily doses of pessimism.
Try to see what you love and
not what you dislike. A very
talented Chinese artist told me
something rather profound about
25 years ago. It went something
like this; There are two ways to
paint a revolution. You can paint
it the way your world might be, or
you can paint it the way you hope
it will become. This was a very
creative person, who was born,
raised and lived under one of the
most suppressive governments
towards creativity. At the time
in China, he could not paint his
country’s hardship for fear of imprisonment. He was required to
paint a lie and he lived in creative
fear. Something we artists here
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just can’t imagine. He was able
to come to this country, where
he finally enjoyed the freedom
to paint whatever he wanted. My,
my the beauty he rendered with
his new life in America.
We all should live lives of appreciation and gratitude, and especially creative freedom. If you
are an artist, you can paint your
own revolution, but I say; paint
what makes you happy. For
years here, I have simply wanted
to paint how appreciative I was of
the artistic scenic beauty of living in the arms of the Piedmont
of Virginia. I was only painting
my happy life, and sure, in turn
hoping that those who appreciate
my creative vision of it, would
support my efforts. As time went
on, I guess it would be no huge
surprise that some have. But I
still get a kick out of the married couple, an American man
and Greek women living in Athens, who took one of my paintings back home to Greece. Or the
couple from Belgium, or the man
from Oklahoma. They didn’t
come here and see an accident

or in search of bad news coming
out of nearby Washington, D.C.
They came and found the same
beauty that surrounds us.
January going into February
is not usually topping anyone’s
list as the most scenic times of
the year, or even the happiest, especially if there are a few feet of
snow on the ground. But I’ll say
it again. I want each of you to be
healthy and happy. See what you
enjoy, not what you are told to be
unhappy about. Be filled with
gratitude, and get your new year
off to a great start. Be happy.
Live An Artful Life, Tom

H

Hazel Sweitzer

appy New Year! I hope
you all had a great holiday season and spent
time with family and
friends and maybe received a few
gifts. To be honest, I got one gift
I would like Tom to return. You
have heard me inform you before I am not a fan of dressing up

your pet. Well, Tom really did it
this time his friend Kim who is
like my adopted mom in my life
(she’s my favorite woman friend)
got me a Tutu. Yep, a Tutu. Completely embarrassing, but I wore
it for them on Christmas to make
them happy and to fulfill their
holiday dreams.
It seems to me everyone is always so gung-ho about their New

Years resolutions and are energized to “make a change,” but
after the second week of January
they begin to loose their Gusto.
I have watched Tom detox, work
out for an additional three hours
a day. I have sat beside him as
he tried to meditate or go to bed
earlier. Everyone tries to be a
better person everyday and a new
year is a great time to restructure
and reengage with our needs and
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our hopes. It is a great time to
remember we all deserve some
self-care.
I think we, as dogs have selfcare figured out and humans
could learn from us. Here is my
list from a dog’s point of view of
the simple things you can do to
make a better 2019.
1. Always be happy to see the
person you love when they come

home or enter a room
2. Take walks with someone
you love and stop to smell the
bushes
3. Play
4. Allow others to love you
and give you love to you, even if
it means sitting on their lap
5. Watch your food portions
and be sure to have snacks several times a day
6. Take naps
7. Exercise with friends
8. If someone is mad at you
or they made a mistake, forgive
them and move on
9. Don’t be afraid to meet new
people or dogs
10. Offer love when someone
needs it
These are the 10 things I live
by and I hope they help you begin your journey to your better
self in 2019!
Happy New Year
Hazel
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